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ABSTRACT
GPUs are bottlenecked by the off-chip communication bandwidth and its energy cost; hence near-data acceleration is
particularly attractive for GPUs. Integrating the accelerators
within DRAM can mitigate these bottlenecks and additionally
expose them to the higher internal bandwidth of DRAM.
However, such an integration is challenging, as it requires
low-overhead accelerators while supporting a diverse set of
applications. To enable the integration, this work leverages
the approximability of GPU applications and utilizes the
neural transformation, which converts diverse regions of code
mainly to Multiply-Accumulate (MAC). Furthermore, to preserve the SIMT execution model of GPUs, we also propose
a novel approximate MAC unit with a significantly smaller
area overhead. As such, this work introduces A X R AM—a
novel DRAM architecture—that integrates several approximate MAC units. A X R AM offers this integration without
increasing the memory column pitch or modifying the internal architecture of the DRAM banks. Our results with
10 GPGPU benchmarks show that, on average, A X R AM
provides 2.6× speedup and 13.3× energy reduction over
a baseline GPU with no acceleration. These benefits are
achieved while reducing the overall DRAM system power by
26% with an area cost of merely 2.1%.
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INTRODUCTION

GPUs are one of the leading computing platforms for a
diverse range of applications.However, this processing capability is hindered by the bandwidth wall [75, 84, 90]. Yet,
offering higher bandwidth with either conventional DRAM
or HBM is challenging due to package pin and/or power
constraints. Such a limitation makes near-data acceleration
alluring for GPUs. There are two main options for such
an integration: (1) 3D/2.5D stacking [24, 37, 78] and (2)
integration within DRAM. The former option may incur
a significant cost to expose higher internal bandwidth to
3D/2.5D-stacked accelerators than the external bandwidth
exposes to the GPU [6], as the TSVs for standard HBM
already consume nearly 20% of each 3D-stacked layer [50].
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(b) Accelerated GPU
Figure 1: The fraction of total application runtime and energy
spent in off-chip data transfer for (a) a baseline GPU and (b) an
accelerated GPU [89].

The latter option exposes the accelerators to the higher internal bandwidth of DRAM. Such a tight integration can
be attractive if it incurs little overhead while enables the
acceleration of a diverse range of applications. However,
integrating many complex accelerators within DRAM is not
practical, since DRAM is under tight area, power, and thermal
constraints [41, 53–56, 58]. Moreover, even the number of
metal layers for routing is limited [49, 66, 67], which severely
hinders integrating complex accelerators. Finally, it is highly
desirable to avoid changing the innards of DRAM banks, as
they have been optimized over decades of engineering.
This work tackles these challenges by exploiting the approximability of many GPU applications. We leverage the
neural transformation [5, 22, 29, 61, 89], which can accelerate diverse applications by approximating regions of
GPU code and converting them into a neural representation
comprised of only two types of operations: Multiply-andAccumulate (MAC) and Look-Up Table (LUT) accesses for
calculating the nonlinear function. Hence, the accelerator
architecture becomes relatively simple. To further minimize
the power and area overhead and enable a low-overhead
integration of many in-DRAM accelerators, we further approximate the MAC units. Specifically, these approximate
MAC units convert the multiplication into limited iterations
of shift-add and LUT access operations with early termination by exploiting a unique property of neural transformation,
i.e., one of the operands for each MAC operation is fixed.
While the accelerators merely comprise simple shift, add,
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Figure 2: (a) Neural transformation of a code segment from the
binarization benchmark. (b) Comparison of prior work (bottom
diagram) [89] and this work (top diagram).

comprise many cores simultaneously running many threads.
To preserve the SIMT execution model of GPUs, we need
to integrate many accelerator units near the data. There are
two options for where to integrate the accelerator units: (1)
the on-chip memory controller or (2) inside the DRAM itself.
Option (1) provides the accelerator units with no additional
bandwidth, as the on-chip memory controller receives the
same bandwidth from memory as the rest of the GPU. Furthermore, placing the accelerator units in the memory controller
only circumvents data transfer through the on-chip caches. In
addition, integration within the memory controller requires
large buffers for holding the accelerators’ data, which would
impose a significant area overhead. Option (2), which integrates the accelerators in DRAM, reduces the data transfer
distance and exploits the high internal bandwidth of the
memory. Moreover, integrating the accelerators in DRAM
enables us to utilize DRAM as buffers for the accelerators’
data. However, this design point can introduce a substantial
area and power overhead to the space-limited and powerconstrained DRAM. In this work, we integrate the accelerator
units in DRAM and leverage the approximability of many
GPU applications to significantly simplify the accelerator
architecture. These simplifications enable the accelerator to
minimize changes to the underlying DRAM architecture and
overhead to the DRAM power consumption.

OVERVIEW

In this section, we first overview the challenges and opportunities of in-DRAM acceleration for GPUs and how
approximation plays an enabling role.

2.1

short r = pixel[i][0];
short g = pixel[i][1];
short b = pixel[i][2];
short result = 0;

Prior Work

short r = pixel[i][0];
short g = pixel[i][1];
short b = pixel[i][2];
short result = 0;
#pragma(begin_approx,
“min_max”)
mi = __min(r, __min(g, b));
ma= __max(r, __max(g, b));
result = ((ma + mi)
> 127 * 2) ? 255 : 0;
#pragma(end_approx,
“min_max”)
out[i] = result;

This Work

This work targets data transfer

and LUT access operations, they are able to support a wide
variety of applications. We attach these simplified units to
the wide data lines, which connect the DRAM banks to the
global I/O, to avoid altering the banks and memory column
pitch. Note that our approach, which significantly simplifies
the accelerator design, has merits even when accelerators are
placed on logic layers of 3D/2.5D-stacked DRAM. Specifically, package-level power/thermal constraints get more
stringent with more stacked-DRAM dies while processors
powerful enough to fully exploit high-internal bandwidth will
consume high power. Also, the challenges of tying DRAM
design to accelerators that only cover few applications may
be limiting for DRAM manufacturers. A X R AM tackles this
dilemma by introducing a significantly simple and powerefficient design while supporting diverse applications as well
as neural networks that are being adopted in various domains.
As such, this work defines A X R AM, a novel accelerated
DRAM architecture with the following contributions.

Challenges and Opportunities

Opportunity to reduce data transfer cost. Off-chip data
transfer imposes a significant energy cost relative to data processing. With a 45 nm process, a 32-bit floating-point addition
costs about 0.9 pJ, while a 32-bit DRAM memory access costs
about 640 pJ [33, 36]. As such, off-chip data transfer consumes over 700× more energy than on-chip data processing.
This cost becomes even more pronounced in GPU applications, since they typically stream data and exhibit low temporal locality (i.e., high cache miss rates) [7, 14, 43, 71, 76, 82].
Near-data processing provides an opportunity to cut down
this cost. To concretely examine the potential benefits of neardata processing, we conducted a study which teases apart
the fraction of runtime and energy consumption spent on
off-chip data transfer1 . As Figure 1a illustrates, on average,
applications spend 42% of their runtime and 39% of their
energy dissipation on off-chip data transfer on a GPU. In
Figure 1b, we further examine this trend with a neurally accelerated GPU (NGPU [89]), to speed up the data processing
portion of each thread. The acceleration reduces the data
processing time of each thread, in turn increasing the rate of
accesses to off-chip memory. This increased rate exacerbates
the contribution of data transfer to the application runtime and
energy. Moreover, accelerating the GPU further compounds
the already significant pressure on the off-chip communication bandwidth [84, 89, 90]. On average, applications spend
83% (85%) of their runtime (energy) on off-chip data transfer
on neurally accelerated GPU (NGPU). These results indicate
a significant opportunity for near-data processing to address
the overhead of off-chip data transfer in GPUs.
Challenges of near-data processing on GPUs. GPUs
present unique challenges for near-data processing, as they

2.2

Approximation for Near-Data Processing

Among approximation techniques, the neural transformation [22] is an attractive, yet unexplored, approach for neardata processing in DRAM. The neural transformation converts a code segment into a neural representation comprising
only two operations: multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) and
sigmoid. Reducing computation to two operations provides
an opportunity to significantly simplify the accelerator. This
simplified design minimizes changes to the DRAM and can
be replicated many times to preserve the GPUs’ SIMT execution model.
The neural transformation trains a neural network to replace an approximable region of conventional code [5, 22,
29, 89]. Figure 2a illustrates the transformation of a code segment, where the approximable region is highlighted in gray.
An approximable region is a segment that, if approximated,
will not lead to any catastrophic failures (e.g., segmentation

1 Section 8 presents our experimental methodology and settings.
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fault). Its approximation will only gracefully degrade of the
application output quality. As is customary in approximate
computing [11, 69, 77, 88], the programmer only annotates
the code region(s) that can be safely approximated. The
compiler then automatically performs the transformation
and replaces the code segment with a neural hardware invocation [89]. As shown in Figure 2b, prior work addresses
data processing by integrating neural accelerators within the
GPU cores and defines a neurally accelerated architecture
for GPUs (NGPU) [89]. This work, on the other hand, develops a neurally accelerated architecture for DRAM, dubbed
A X R AM, which addresses off-chip data transfer. Moving
the neural acceleration to DRAM enables A X R AM to reduce
the data transfer overhead and supply more bandwidth to the
accelerators. Moreover, we leverage the approximability of
the GPU applications to further simplify the architecture of
the accelerator units (Section 5).

3

Figure 3 illustrates the execution flow of the neurally accelerated warp and communication amongst the GPU, onchip memory controller, and in-DRAM neural accelerator
in one GDDR5 chip. We assume that all data for the neural
computation of a given warp is located on one GDDR5 chip.
This assumption is enabled by a series of data organization
optimizations discussed in Section 6. First, the SM fetches
the warp and begins the execution of the precise instructions
normally without any in-DRAM acceleration. The warp then
reaches the approximable region, which instructs the SM to
send an initiation request directly to the on-chip memory
controller. Once the initiation request has been sent, the
issuing warp goes into halting mode. This is not an active
warp waiting mechanism but is similar to a load miss in the
cache. The core may switch to the execution of another warp
while the in-DRAM neural computation proceeds, provided
the warp does not have any conflicts with the ongoing inDRAM computation.
Augmented logic in the on-chip memory controller first
sends invalidate signals to the on-chip caches and nullifies
dirty data to be modified by the neural computation. The
invalidate signals are sufficient to prevent GPU cores from
using stale data. As most GPU caches use a write-through
policy [80], it is guaranteed that in-DRAM accelerators have
access to the most up-to-date data. We explain the cache
coherency mechanism of A X R AM in Section 7. Then, the
on-chip memory controller configures and initiates the inDRAM accelerators (Figure 3). Specifically, the on-chip
memory controller translates the initiation request and instructs the in-DRAM accelerator where the inputs to the
neural network are located in memory and to where the
accelerator should store its final outputs. Furthermore, the onchip memory controller blocks any other memory commands
to that particular DRAM chip to ensure the atomicity of the
in-DRAM neural computation. The on-chip memory controller also does not assign any other neural computations to a
GDDR5 chip with an ongoing neural computation. We added
a simple on-chip queue per memory controller to keep track
of in-flight requests for in-DRAM approximate acceleration.
The area overhead of these queues to the GPU die is modest (≈1%). Similar to [24], the on-chip memory controller
allows critical memory operations such as refreshing to be
performed during in-DRAM neural computation.
During neural computation, the in-DRAM accelerator
takes full control of accessing and issuing commands to the
banks. The in-DRAM accelerator performs the MAC and
sigmoid operations (Figure 3). Neural computation for the
threads of the neurally accelerated warp is performed in lockstep by the many integrated arithmetic units. Once neural
computation is completed, the in-DRAM accelerator writes
its results back to the banks in locations dictated by the memory controller. We consider two options for notifying GPU
that in-DRAM computation has completed: waiting a fixed
number of cycles and polling. The former approach requires
pre-determining the execution time of each invocation and
exposing that to the compiler. The memory controller would

A X R AM EXECUTION FLOW AND ISA

This section discusses the execution flow and instruction set
architecture (ISA) extensions which enable the seamless integration of A X R AM with the GPU’s SIMT execution model.
Unlike prior work [5, 22, 29, 61, 89], A X R AM is disjoint
from the processor core and is instead integrated into DRAM.
Hence, the ISA extensions must enable the on-chip memory
controller to configure and initiate the in-DRAM accelerator.

3.1

Execution Flow with A X R AM

Neural Acceleration of GPU Warps

GPU applications consist of one or more kernels, which
are executed by each of the GPU threads. Threads are executed on GPU processing cores called streaming multiprocessors (SMs), which divide the threads into small groups
called warps. A warp executes the same instruction of the
same kernel in lock-step but with different input data. The
neural transformation approximates segments of the GPU
kernels and replaces the original instructions of these segments with the computation of a neural network, as shown
in Figure 3. A neurally accelerated warp computes the same
neural network, one neuron at a time, across all the threads
for different inputs. Due to the neural transformation, this
computation only consists of MAC and lookup (sigmoid)
operations. Specifically, the output y of each neuron is given
by y = sigmoid(Σi wi ×ini ), where ini is the input to the neuron
and wi is the weight of the connection. The neural computation portion of the threads are offloaded to the in-DRAM
neural accelerator. Instructions which invoke and configure
the in-DRAM neural accelerator are added to the GPU’s ISA
(Section 3.3). These instructions are added by the compiler
to the accelerated kernel and are executed by the threads in
SIMT mode like other GPU instructions. Thus, the accelerated warp comprises both the normal precise instructions of
the unmodified code segments and approximate instructions
which communicate with the in-DRAM accelerator. Before
explaining these ISA extensions, we provide a high level
picture of the execution flow of A X R AM.
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Figure 3: Execution flow of the accelerated GPU code on the in-DRAM accelerator.
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then wait for this pre-determined number of cycles before
notifying the warp to continue precise execution. However,
the execution time of an in-DRAM invocation depends on
the neural network topology and the accelerator’s DRAM accesses patterns. Anticipating the DRAM’s accesses patterns
necessitates exposing DRAM microarchitectural parameters
to the compile. These details are not always readily available,
making this design point less desirable. Instead, we choose
the polling approach, in which the accelerator sets the DRAM
memory-mapped mode register MR0 [39], similar to [24].
The on-chip memory controller periodically polls this register
to determine if the computation has finished. Once it detects
that the register has been set, the on-chip memory controller
notifies the GPU that the neural computation for the specific
warp is finished and the warp can continue precise execution.
To enable the controller to properly initiate and configure
the in-DRAM accelerator, we need to extend the ISA with
instructions that communicate the configuration data.
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Figure 4: (a) High-Level GDDR5 DRAM organization. (b) Layout
of two half bank-groups (Left Half Bank-Group #0 and Left Half
Bank-Group #1) and the accelerators. The black-shaded boxes
show the placement of the accelerators.

execution (see Section 6). As with other GPU instructions,
these ISA extensions are executed in SIMT mode. That is,
each thread in a warp will communicate its input/output data
regions to the in-DRAM neural accelerator. Additionally,
the weights and the topology of each neural network are
embedded by the compiler in the “.data” section of the ELFformatted CUDA binary code (cubin) [2] during compilation.
Along with the CUDA binary code, the weight values and
the topology of the trained neural network are copied in a
preallocated memory region. Using the config.axram instruction, the in-DRAM accelerator pre-loads these weights
and topology configuration of the trained neural network
from memory before starting the neural computation.

ISA Extensions for A X R AM

We augment the ISA with three instructionswhich bypass the
on-chip caches and communicate directly with the memory
controller. The proposed ISA extensions are as follows:
(1) config.axram [%start_addr], [%end_addr]
reads the preloaded neural network configuration from
the memory region [%start_addr] to [%end_addr]
and sends it to the in-DRAM accelerator. The configuration includes both the weight values and the topology of
the neural network.
(2) initiate.axram [%start_addr], [%end_addr]
sends the start ([%start_addr]) and end ([%end_addr])
addresses of a continuous memory region which constitutes the neural network inputs for the warp and then
initiates the in-DRAM accelerator.
(3) wrt_res.axram [%start_addr], [%end_addr]
informs the in-DRAM accelerator to store the computed
value(s) of the neural computation in a continuous memory region defined by the start ([%start_addr]) and end
([%end_addr]) addresses.
The dimensionality of the different neural network layers is
statically identified at compile time and used to configure
the in-DRAM accelerator. Thus, the in-DRAM accelerator
knows how many neurons to expect per layer, and specifying
sufficient memory regions to ensure proper execution. However, this means that input order is important and necessitates
a series of data organization optimizations to ensure correct
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A X R AM MICROARCHITECTURE

To describe our design, we use a GDDR5 DRAM architecture [48, 66, 67]. Since HBM generally stacks GDDR5-like
DRAM [42], our modifications can potentially be extended
to such memory architectures. Furthermore, A X R AM is appropriate for these 3D-stacked structures, because, as our
evaluations show (see Section 8), our design does not increase
the DRAM power consumption due to data transfer. Our main
design objectives are to (1) preserve the SIMT execution
model while (2) keeping the modifications to the baseline
GDDR5 minimal and (3) leveraging the high internal bandwidth of DRAM. A X R AM achieves these goals by integrating
many simple arithmetic and sigmoid units into GDDR5. To
describe the microarchitecture of A X R AM, we first present
an overview of the GDDR5 architecture.

4.1

Background: GDDR5 Architecture

While GDDR5 has a I/O bus width of 32 bits per chip, it
has a much higher internal bus width of 256 bits per bank.
4
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This provides an 8× higher bitwidth that would significantly
benefit GPUs, which already place significant pressure on
the off-chip bandwidth [46, 84, 90]. Furthermore, the bankgroup organization of GDDR5 provides intrinsic parallelism
which can be leveraged to feed data to a large number of
arithmetic units. By exploiting the attribute of the bank-group
organization, we can further utilize 1024 bits of internal bus
width (32× higher bitwidth than the I/O bus).
Figure 4a shows the GDDR5 DRAM architecture, which
consists of four bank-groups, each with four banks. Each
bank-group can operate independently, meaning requests to
different bank-groups can be interleaved. The bank-groups
are organized into upper and lower pairs partitioned by the
I/O interface and control and command logic. Moreover,
each bank-group contains four banks, which are subdivided
into two half-banks. Subdividing the banks splits each bankgroup into a left and right half, each with four half-banks.
Two upper-left half bank-groups (i.e., Left Half Bank-Group #0
and Left Half Bank-Group #1) are depicted in Figure 4b. In each
half bank-group, the four half-banks are split into pairs (e.g.,
ALeft and BLeft vs. CLeft and DLeft ) by a global sense amplifier
and shared I/O controller. Each half-bank has its own row
decoder, while column decoders are shared between the halfbank pairs of the two adjacent half bank-groups. Both the
right and left half bank-groups provide a bus width of 128 bits
for a total of 256 bits. However, this higher internal bus width
is serialized out through the right and left 16-bit I/O interface.
For instance, when the DRAM receives a memory command to access Bank A in Bank-Group #0, both the half-banks,
ALeft and ARight , process the command in unison to supply
the data. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on the left
half of Bank-Group #0 shown in Figure 4b. The global row
decoder of the half-bank decodes the address and accesses the
data. The shared column decoder asserts the column select
lines, which drives the data onto a 128-bit global dataline
shared between half-banks ALeft and BLeft . Since the global
dataline is shared between the pairs of half-banks, only one
may send or receive data at a time. The global sense amplifier
then latches the data from the global dataline and drives the
data on the bank-group global I/O through the I/O controller.
The right and left I/O interfaces then serialize the 256-bit
(128-bit each) data on the Bank-Group #0’s global I/O before
sending them through the 32-bit data I/O pins. By placing the
accelerators inside the DRAM, we aim to exploit the higher
internal bandwidth instead of relying on the lower bandwidth
of the data I/O pins.
We next discuss how A X R AM integrates the accelerators into the GDDR5. Additionally, we describe how the
accelerator uses the aforementioned GDDR5 attributes to
preserve the SIMT execution model and minimize changes
while providing data to all the arithmetic units each cycle.
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Figure 5: Integration of weight register, arithmetic units,
accumulation registers, and sigmoid LUTs.

groups’ global sense amplifiers. Below we discuss the design
choices, structure, and components of this integration.
Accelerator architecture. As mentioned, the accelerator is
a set of arithmetic and sigmoid units. Each pair of arithmetic
and sigmoid units is assigned to a thread of the neurally accelerated warp. The sigmoid units are implemented as a readonly LUT synthesized as combinational logic to minimize
the area overhead. We will further simplify the arithmetic
units in Section 5. Here, we discuss how we guarantee SIMT
execution of the neurally accelerated warp with these units.
Each arithmetic unit can execute one MAC operation each
clock cycle with a 32-bit input and 32-bit weight. The banks
need to be able to feed a 32-bit input to each of the integrated
arithmetic units at the same time, such that the arithmetic
units can perform the neural computation for all the threads
within a warp simultaneously. As mentioned before, each
bank-group in the baseline GDDR5 has a 256-bit wide global
I/O, 128-bit per each half bank-group. Since each bank group
can function independently, the DRAM can provide a total
of 1024 bits (32×32 bits) of data from the banks at a time.
Thus, we integrate 32 pairs of arithmetic and sigmoid units in
each GDDR5 chip, 8 pairs per each bank-group. In Section 6,
we describe a data organization which enables us to read and
write 1024 bits of data simultaneously.
Unit placement. There are multiple design points for integrating arithmetic units within a GDDR5 chip. To minimize
changes to the DRAM architecture, we aim to avoid modifying the underlying mat2 and bank design. One option is to
add arithmetic units close to each half-bank to utilize their
high internal bandwidth. However, this would require cutting
the global datalines shared between pairs of half-banks (Figure 4b) and adding a separate sense amplifier per half-bank.
Therefore, this design point imposes a large area overhead
and necessitates significant changes to each GDDR5 chip.
Another option is to add arithmetic units in a central manner
close to the I/O interface in Figure 4a. Although this option
does not suffer from the drawbacks of placing the accelerators
close to each half-bank, it requires extensive routing. Because
the aforementioned options require such extensive modifications, they are infeasible design points. Instead, A X R AM
adds four arithmetic units per half bank-group after the shared
sense amplifier within the I/O controller boundary, for a total
of eight arithmetic units per bank-group. The accelerators’

In-DRAM Accelerator Integration

To minimize DRAM changes yet benefit from its high internal bandwidth, A X R AM integrates a set of arithmetic and
sigmoid units within each half-bank group (Figure 5). These
arithmetic and sigmoid units are connected to the half-bank

2 A mat constitutes an array of 512×512 DRAM cells. Each mat comes with

its own row decoder, datalines, and sense amplifiers.
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placement is illustrated in Figure 4b, while the specific accelerator logic layout, including the arithmetic units, is shown
in Figure 5. This design choice imposes minimal changes to
the DRAM architecture and avoids altering the design of the
mats or banks.
Design optimizations. Each of the arithmetic units implements the neural network MAC operations. However, to
properly supply and retrieve data from the arithmetic units,
we need storage for the (1) inputs, (2) weights, (3) temporary
results, and (4) outputs of the network. Generally, neural accelerators use dedicated buffers as storage [22, 89]. However,
placing the arithmetic units near the data allows A X R AM to
perform a series of design optimizations which minimize the
modifications to the baseline GDDR5. As Figure 5 shows,
A X R AM is able to instead use the GDDR5 banks as buffers.
Input data is read directly from the GDDR5 banks and fed
to the arithmetic units for processing. A X R AM leverages the
large number of sense amplifiers within the DRAM banks
to store temporary results in pre-allocated memory regions
during in-DRAM computation. Outputs from the arithmetic
units are written directly back to the GDDR5 banks. By not
using dedicated buffers, we avoid adding large registers to
each GDDR5 chip and reduce the area overhead. We only
add dedicated weight registers to supply weights to all the
arithmetic units. This enables A X R AM to avoid having to
read the weights from the memory banks each cycle and
instead utilize the internal buses to supply all the arithmetic
units with inputs. Thus, we can simultaneously provide each
arithmetic unit with an input and weight each cycle.
Weight register. Since all threads within a warp perform the
computation of the same neuron in lock-step, the weights are
the same among all the threads for a given neural network.
Therefore, A X R AM can use one weight at a time and share it
among the arithmetic units within a half-bank group. We add
a weight register (shown in Figure 5) per half bank-group, or
for each group of four arithmetic units. As shown in Figure 5,
the weights are pre-loaded into the weight register before
the computation starts. If the number of weights exceeds the
capacity of the register, the next set of weights are loaded
after the first set has been depleted. This weight register has
8×32-bit entries per each half bank-group. Since each half
bank-group can provide 128 bits of data at a time, the weight
register should have at least four entries to fully utilize the
provided bandwidth. We increase the number of weight register entries to allow computation to move forward while the
next set of weights are loaded and avoid unnecessary stalls.
GDDR5 timing constraints. Adding arithmetic units to the
half bank-groups increases the load to the half bank-groups’
global I/Os.The only timing constraint affected by the increased load is the column access latency (tCL). To estimate
the timing impact of tCL by HSPICE simulation, we measure
the increase in load due to the accelerator on the GIOs after
the placement and routing. Based on our evaluation, the extra
loading on the half bank-groups’ global I/Os increases the
tCL by ≈ 20 ps. This increase is 0.16% of the typical value
for tCL, which is around 12.5 ns to 15 ns [39, 67], and is
less than the guardband which accounts for various design

variations [40]. Thus, the 20 ps increase has virtually no
effect on the timing of GDDR5.
Connection between DRAM banks and arithmetic units.
The internal half bank-groups’ global I/Os need to support
two different modes: (1) normal mode and (2) in-DRAM acceleration mode. When the accelerator performs the computation, the half bank-group’s global I/Os are connected to the
arithmetic units to transmit input data. Once the computation
of a neuron completes, the arithmetic unit inputs arithmetic
units are disconnected from the half bank-group’s global I/Os.
The arithmetic units outputs are then connected to the global
datalines through the global I/Os for storing the computed
data into the memory banks. We use a series of pass transistors
to control the connection between the inputs and outputs
of the arithmetic units and the GDDR5 half bank-groups.
Supporting a direct connection between the arithmetic units
and the GDDR5 banks also requires additional routing paths
in the DRAM. To enable the in-DRAM accelerator to gain
access of the GDDR5 chip, we also modify the internal
address/command bus. In normal mode, the on-chip memory
controller has the full access of the address/command bus.
However, in in-DRAM acceleration mode, the accelerator
gains access to the address/command bus. A set of pass
transistors supports this functionality in memory as well. We
evaluate the overhead of pass transistors and routing paths in
Section 8. To orchestrate the flow of data in the banks to and
from the in-DRAM accelerator, we add an in-DRAM controller. Furthermore, we augment the on-chip memory controller with additional logic to translate the ISA extensions
and properly initiate and configure the in-DRAM accelerator.

4.3

Interfacing the GPU with A X R AM

Memory controller. We extend the on-chip memory controllers to send invalidation signals to the on-chip caches upon
receiving A X R AM instructions. Moreover, we extend the onchip memory controller to translate the A X R AM instructions
(Section 3) to a sequence of special memory instructions.
These memory instructions (1) configure the in-DRAM accelerator and (2) initiate the in-DRAM neural computation. The
on-chip memory controller is augmented with customized
address mapping logic to perform this translation. Upon
receiving A X R AM instructions, the implemented address
mapping logic inside each on-chip memory controller sends
a series of special memory commands to the in-DRAM accelerator to configure and initiate the in-DRAM acceleration.
We also add a one-bit flag inside each memory controller to
keep track of the status of its corresponding GDDR5 chip.
During in-DRAM neural computation, the flag is set so that
the memory controller knows not to issue any further memory
commands to the memory chip.
However, the memory controller may regain the ownership of the memory chip for performing mandatory memory
operations such as refreshing [62]. Similar to prior work [24],
the memory controller sends a suspend command to the
in-DRAM controller if the GDDR5 chip is in neural computation mode. Upon receiving the suspend command, the
in-DRAM control unit stores any temporary results in the
6
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DRAM and stops computation. Once the refresh period finishes, the memory controller instructs the in-DRAM controller to continue the suspended neural computation.
In-DRAM controller. Previous work [32] has proposed integrating an on-DIMM controller and a handful of specialized
microcontrollers in memory to accelerator associative computing. However, since the neural network does not require a
complicated controller [22, 89], we instead add a simple control unit inside each GDDR5 chip. This in-DRAM controller
(1) marshals data and weights between memory banks and
the in-DRAM accelerator and (2) governs the sequence of
neural network operations. Specifically, it fetches input data
from the banks and sends them to the arithmetic units, reads
weights from memory and loads them into the weight buffers,
and stores temporary results and neural output(s) into the
banks. When the in-DRAM controller receives instructions
from the on-chip memory controller, it gains full control of
the internal DRAM buses. As discussed, the memory controller only re-gains ownership of the internal DRAM buses
when neural computation completes and for performing
mandatory memory operations such as random refreshing.
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Figure 6: (a) Example of the simplified shift-add unit with preloaded shift amounts. (b-c) Two iterations of the shift-add unit.

89%, 98%, and 100% (e.g. zero accuracy loss) accuracy, re-

spectively. We evaluate the trade-offs between different arithmetic units for in-DRAM neural acceleration in Section 8.

6

DATA ORGANIZATION FOR AXRAM

The A X R AM architecture (Section 4) leverages bank-group
level parallelism to supply all arithmetic units with inputs
simultaneously. For this design to comply with the SIMT
execution model, we require data to be laid out in a specific
order on a single GDDR5 chip. Recent work [4, 35, 38] has
shown the benefits of data organization in improving the
efficiency of near-data processing for certain applications.
A neural network execution has consistent and predictable
memory access patterns [15, 27]. Similar to recent work [38],
we leverage the predictability of the memory access patterns
in neural network execution to perform a series of data organization optimizations to fully utilize the inherent bank-group
and bank-level memory parallelism in memory. Since the
weights of the network are shared amongst all the threads
and loaded into the weight register before in-DRAM neural
computation, we only need to ensure that the input data is
properly placed in memory.
Data partitioning. We logically divide a warp into four
partitions, each with eight threads. The data for all the
eight threads of each partition is allocated within each bankgroup. That is, the data for the first partition of threads (e.g.
thread0−7 ) is allocated to the first bank-group. Similarly, the
data for thread8−15 , thread16−23 , thread24−31 is allocated
to the second, third, and fourth bank-group, respectively. If
there is shared data between warps, we replicate it during
the data partitioning. On average, the overhead of duplicated
data is ≈2% in terms of storage.
Data shuffling. Within a partition, the data has to be organized in such a way that we can read and write all the data
for the 32 arithmetic units at a time and efficiently utilize
the bank-level parallelism. Specifically, A X R AM requires
two constraints to be met for the data layout: (1) the row and
column addresses of a given neuron’s inputs for all the 32
threads have to be the same across the bank-groups and (2)
the addresses of a neuron’s inputs for each thread in a given
partition have to be consecutive. As such, similar to address
mapping in baseline GPU [13], in A X R AM data for different
neurons for a given partition is distributed among the banks
to enable interleaving requests to different banks on the chip.
Memory management APIs. We adopt a memory model
similar to the AMD’s Accelerated Processing Units [10] to

ARITHMETIC UNITS SIMPLIFICATION

There exist two options for the arithmetic units. The first
option is to use floating-point arithmetic units to perform
the neural computation. Another option is to use fixed-point
arithmetic units for energy gains and a smaller area overhead.
We propose a third option to approximate the arithmetic units
to further reduce the area overhead and keep the impact on
the overall DRAM system power low.
These simplified arithmetic units break down the MAC
operations into iterations of add and shift operations. More
iterations of this shift-add unit offers higher precision at the
expense of the throughput of the unit. Since the weights Wi
remain constant after training a neural network, the shift
amounts can be pre-determined based off the bit indices of
ones within the 32-bit weight value, starting with the most
significant one. Figure 6a shows an implementation of this
simplified shift-add unit. Xi represents the input of a neuron
and Wi j is the shift amount for the ith weight in its jth iteration.
The weight register stores these predetermined shift amounts.
Since the shift amounts are indices of bits within a 32-bit
weight value, the maximum shift amount is 32, which can be
represented by a 5 bit value. Thus, each 32-bit entry in the
weight register can hold a total of five shift amounts.
Figure 6 shows the design using an example in which Wi =
010110102 9010 and Xi = 011111012 12510 . Multiple iterations of the simplified shift-add unit execution are shown in
Figure 6b and 6c. The Wi j shift amount can be pre-determined
by obtaining the bit index of the jth leading one of Wi . In this
example, the most significant one in Wi is in the sixth bit position, meaning Xi is shifted by W00 = 610 = 1102 . The result is
then accumulated to the sum, which is initialized to zero. The
first iteration (Figure 6b) yields 800010 , which achieves 71%
accuracy to the actual sum 1125010 . More iterations leads
to higher accuracy at the cost of higher energy consumption.
The second (Figure 6c), third, and fourth iterations achieve
7

provide a single physical memory space divided into two
separate and non-overlapping logical memory spaces for
the GPU and in-DRAM neural accelerator respectively. The
separation between the GPU and in-DRAM accelerator data
and the proposed data partitioning and shuffling schemes are
performed on-the-fly when the host transfers the data to the
GPU memory during kernel initialization using customized
memory management APIs. We use an approach similar to
prior work [25, 45] and modify the CUDA driver API (e.g.
cuMemCopyHtoD(), cuMemCopyDtoH()) to implement the
proposed data organization optimizations (e.g. data partitioning and shuffling) for in-DRAM neural acceleration. The
overhead of performing the proposed data organization is
amortized over the long CUDA kernel execution time and is
accounted for in Section 8.

7

that will be updated by the offloaded in-DRAM computation.
The invalidate signals ensure that GPU cores never consume
stale data. On average, it takes ten cycles to invalidate all
the cache lines related to one neural execution. Based on our
evaluation, the overhead of sending the invalidate signals to
guarantee cache coherency is, on average, only 1.9%.
Memory consistency. The neural transformation does not
introduce additional memory accesses to the approximable
region. Therefore, there is no need to alter the applications.
A X R AM simply maintains the same memory consistency
model as the baseline GPU.

8

EVALUATION AND METHODOLOGY

We evaluate A X R AM with our simplified shift-add units
(A X R AM -S H A), fixed-point arithmetic units (A X R AM F X P), and floating-point arithmetic units (A X R AM -FP).

MEMORY MODEL

8.1

Virtual memory. Modern GPUs support simple virtual memory [16, 60, 72, 73, 83, 86]. A X R AM instructions use virtual
addresses similar to CUDA instructions. Once a GPU core
issues an A X R AM instruction, the virtual addresses are translated to physical addresses through TLBs/page tables placed
in the on-chip memory controllers, similar to other CUDA
instructions [72, 73]. Then, the physical addresses are sent
to the memory for in-DRAM neural computation. Virtual address support in A X R AM instructions expels the need to modify the underlying GPU virtual memory management system.
To fully utilize the inherent parallelism in memory (explained in Section 6), A X R AM requires the data to be allocated in a consecutive memory region. Most CUDA-enabled
GPUs do not support on-demand paging [9, 85]. Thus, all
the virtual memory locations are backed by actual physical
memory before the kernel initialization. To guarantee that a
contiguous virtual memory is translated to a consecutive
physical memory, we use our proposed custom memory
management API to copy the allocated data to consecutive
physical pages before the kernel execution. Additionally,
A X R AM may be extended to HSA-enabled GPUs [34]. One
potential solution is to raise a page fault exception if the
data for an in-DRAM invocation is not in the memory. The
in-DRAM accelerator will then stall until all the demanded
pages are loaded into the memory. Exploring the challenges
and opportunities for integrating in-memory accelerators to
HSA-enabled GPUs is outside the scope of this paper.
Cache coherency. We adopt a similar technique as [38] to
guarantee the cache coherency in A X R AM. The A X R AM
instructions bypasses the on-chip caches and communicate
directly with on-chip memory controller. A GPU core always
pushes all of its memory update traffic to memory before
issuing any of the A X R AM instructions. Sending memory
update traffic along with write-through policy used in most
GPUs [80] ensure that the in-DRAM accelerators have access to the most up-to-date data. wrt_res.axram is the only
A X R AM instruction that updates the data in memory. Upon
receiving this instruction and in order to guarantee cache
coherency, the on-chip memory controller sends a series of invalidate signals to on-chip caches and nullify any cache block

Evaluation and Methodology

Applications and datasets. As Table 1 shows, we use a
diverse set of benchmarks from the A X B ENCH suite [87]
to evaluate A X R AM. A X B ENCH comprises a combination of
memory- (blackscholes, jmeint, and srad) and compute-intensive
applications and comes with annotated source code, the compiler for neural transformation, separate training and test data
sets, and quality measurement toolsets [87].
Neural networks and quality metric. Table 1 shows the
neural network topology automatically discovered by the
A X B ENCH compiler [87] which replaces the annotated code
region. We use application-specific quality metrics (Table 1)
provided by A X B ENCH [87] to assess the output quality of
each application after in-DRAM acceleration. This quality
loss is due to accumulated errors from repeated execution of
the approximated region.
Cycle-level microarchitectural simulation. We use the
GPGPU-Sim 3.2.2 cycle-level microarchitectural simulator [7] modified with our A X R AM ISA extensions with the
latest configuration which closely models an NVIDIA GTX
480 chipset with a Fermi architecture.3 For the memory
timing, this configuration models the GDDR5 timing from
Hynix [39]. Additionally, we augmented the simulator to
model the microarchitectural modifications in the GPU, the
memory controller, and the GDDR5 for in-DRAM neural
acceleration. The overheads of the extra instructions and
logics in A X R AM, on-chip memory controller invalidate
signals, and the data partitioning and shuffling are faithfully
modeled in our simulations. For all the baseline simulations
that do not include any approximation or acceleration, we use
a plain version of GPGPU-Sim. Table 2 summarizes the microarchitectural parameters of the GPU and GDDR5 DRAM.
In all the experiments, we run the applications to completion.
Circuit and synthesis. We use the Synopsys Design
Compiler (J-2014.09-SP3) with a NanGate 45nm library [1] for synthesis and energy analysis of our architecture.
Additionally, we use Cadence SoC Encounter (14.2) for
3 NVIDIA

GTX 480 is the latest configuration in GPGPU-Sim as of time
of submission.
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Table 1: Applications (from A X B ENCH [87]), quality metrics, train and evaluation datasets, and neural network configurations.

binarization
blackschole
s
convolution
inversek2j
jmeint
laplacian
meanfilter
newton-raph
sobel
srad

Image Processing
Finance
Machine Learning
Robotics
3D Gaming
Image Processing
Machine Vision
Numerical Analysis
Image Processing
Medical Imaging

Image Diﬀ.
Avg. Rel. Error
Avg. Rel. Error
Avg. Rel. Error
Miss Rate
Image Diﬀ.
Image Diﬀ.
Avg. Rel. Error
Image Diﬀ.
Image Diﬀ.

Input Dataset
Training

1 Crossbar/Direction (15 SMs, 6 MCs), 1.4 GHz

Memory Model

768 KB, 128B Cache Line, 16-Way Associative, LRU Replacement Policy [44]
Write Policy: Write-Evict (hit), Write No-Allocate (Miss)
6 ✕ GDDR5 Memory Controllers (MCs), Double Data Rate ✕32 mode
64 Columns, 4K Rows, 256 Bits/Column, 16 Banks/MC, 4 Bankgroups
2KB Row Buffer/Bank, Open Row Policy, FR-FCFS Scheduling [81, 82]
177.4 GB/Sec Off-Chip Bandwidth
tWCK = 3,696 MHz, tCK = 1,848 MHz, tCL = 12, tRP = 12, tRC = 40

GDDR5 Timing [40]

tRAS = 28, tRCD = 12, tRRD = 6, tCDLR = 5, tWR = 12, tCCD = 2, tCCDL = 3

L2 Cache

Arithmetic Unit Energy [26, 34]

32-bit Floating-Point MAC = 0.14 nJ, 32-bit Fixed-Point MAC = 0.030 nJ
32-bit Approximate MAC = 0.0045 nJ, 32-bit Register Access = 0.9 pJ

placement and routing. As DRAM technology has only
three metal layers, naïvely taking the area numbers from
the Synopsys Design Compiler underestimates the area.
To account for this, we restrict the number of metal layers
to three in Cadence SoC Encounter for I/O pins and routing. We measure and report the area overhead of the added
hardware components after the placement and routing stage
with three metal layers. Similarly, for the added registers, we
extract the area after the placement and routing stage while
restricting the number of metal layers to three. With this
infrastructure, we analyze the proposed arithmetic units, inDRAM controllers, routing multiplexers, bypass transistors,
and sigmoid LUTs.
Energy modeling. To measure the energy numbers, we use
GPUWattch [51]. We also modified the GPGP-Sim to generate an event log of the in-DRAM neural accelerator and all
the other added microarchitectural components. We use the
collected event logs to measure the energy of the in-DRAM
neural acceleration. Our energy evaluations use a NanGate
45nm [1] process node and 1.4GHz clock frequency for the
shader core (see Table 2). In-DRAM A X R AM changes are
modeled using McPAT [52] and CACTI 6.5 [63].
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Improvement

RD/WR without I/O = 12.5 pJ/bit [40], Activation = 22.5 pJ/bit [40]
DRAM I/O Energy = 2 pJ/bit, Oﬀ-Chip I/O Energy = 18 pJ/bit [70, 95]
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tRTPL = 2, tFAW = 23, t32AW = 184

GDDR5 Energy
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7.0×
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Shared Memory
Interconnect

3→4→2→1
6→8→1
17→2→1
2→16→3
18→8→2
9→2→1
7→4→1
5→2→1
9→4→1
5→4→1

7.8×

L1 Data Cache

7.0×
6.0×
5.0×
4.0×
3.0×
2.0×
1.0×
0.0×

Improvement

Shader Core

15 SMs, 32 Threads/Warp, 6 ✕ 32-bit P2P Memory Channels
1.4 GHz, 1,538 Threads (48 Warps), 32,768 registers, GTO Scheduler [84]
Two Schedulers / SM
16 KB, 128B Cache Line, 4-Way Associative, LRU Replacement Policy [44]
Write Policy: Write-Evict (hit), Write No-Allocate (Miss)
48 KB, 32 Banks

147.7×

Twenty 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
262,144 options
262,144 data points
262,144 2D coordinates
262,144 3D coordinates
Twenty 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
Twenty 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
262,144 cubic equations
Twenty 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
Twenty 512 ✕ 512 pixel images

11.8×

Three 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
8,192 options
8,192 data points
8,192 2D coordinates
8,192 3D coordinates
Three 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
Three 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
8,192 cubic equations
Three 512 ✕ 512 pixel images
Three 512 ✕ 512 pixel images

Table 2: Major GPU, GDDR5, and in-DRAM neural accelerator
microarchitectural parameters.
System Overview

Neural Network
Topology

Evaluation

13.3×
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(b) Accelerated GPU (NGPU)
Figure 7: A X R AM -S H A whole application speedup and energy
reduction compared to (a) baseline GPU and (b) an accelerated
GPU (NGPU) [89].

because in A X R AM -S H A, we use up to four iterations of shift
and add operations. On average, A X R AM -S H A provides
2.6× (1.1×) speedup compared to GPU (NGPU).
Figure 7 also shows the energy reduction benefit of
using A X R AM -S H A normalized to a baseline GPU and
NGPU, respectively. The maximum energy reduction are
in applications–inversek2j and newton-raph–with the highest
contribution of off-chip data transfer to the whole application
energy (cf. Figure 1). The off-chip data transfer contribution
in jmeint is also high (90%). However, this application has a
large neural network topology (cf. Table 1) which leads to a
higher number of accesses to the DRAM banks to read and
write temporary data, diminishing the energy reduction. On
average, the studied benchmarks enjoy 13.3× (4.8×) energy
reduction compared to a baseline GPU (NGPU).
Energy reduction breakdown. Figure 8 shows the energy
breakdown of the DRAM system, data transfer, and data
computation for A X R AM -S H A, normalized to NGPU [89].
The first bar shows the breakdown of energy consumption
in NGPU [89], while the second bar shows the breakdown
of energy consumption in A X R AM -S H A normalized to
NGPU [89]. As the first bar shows, the NPGU [89] significantly reduces the contribution of the data computation in the
overall system energy. Therefore, the contribution of the other

Experimental Results

Performance and energy benefits with A X R AM -S H A.
Figure 7 shows the whole application speedup and energy
reduction when all the warps undergo approximation, normalized to a baseline GPU with no acceleration and an accelerated GPU (NGPU) [22], respectively. The highest speedups
are in inversek2j and newton-raph, where a large portion of
their execution time is spent in the approximable region. The
speedup with A X R AM -S H A compared to NGPU is modest,
9

AXRAM-SHA (32 ✕ 32-bit Approximate MACs)
AXRAM-FXP (32 ✕ 32-bit Fixed-Point MACs)
AXRAM-FP (32 ✕ 32-bit Floating-Point MACs)
64 ✕ 32-bit Weight Registers
32 ✕ Sigmoid LUT ROMs
In-DRAM Controller

0.09
0.40
0.54
0.03
0.19
0.23

0.15
0.76
0.97
0.06
0.34
0.40

main parts (e.g., data transfer and DRAM system) increases.
The second bar illustrates how A X R AM -S H A significantly
reduces the contribution of data transfer between the GPU
cores and memory to the overall energy consumption of
the system. On average, A X R AM -S H A reduces the energy
consumption of data transfer by a factor of 18.5 ×. A X R AM S H A also reduces the average energy consumption of the
DRAM system by a factor of 2.5 × due to (1) decreased I/O
activity and (2) a higher row-buffer hit rate. Based on our
evaluation, the proposed data organization improves the rowbuffer hit rate by 2.6×. Finally, the use of simplified shift-add
units reduces the average contribution of data computation
to the whole application energy consumption by a factor
of 1.7 × compared to NGPU. These results elucidate how
A X R AM reduces the overall energy consumption compared
to a neurally accelerated GPU (NGPU ) [22].
Design overheads. Table 3 shows the area overhead of the
major hardware components added to ea ch DRAM chips.
We implement the added hardware units in Verilog and
synthesize them with Design Compiler using the NanGate
45 nm library. Similar to other DRAM architecture research
papers [12, 81], we use two or three generation older logic
technology to have conservative estimations. Then, we use
Cadence SoC Encounter to perform the placement and
routing on the synthesized designs using only three metal
layers, similar to the baseline DRAM layout, for both routing
and I/O pins. We increase the area up to a point where no
placement and routing violations are identified by Cadence
SoC Encounter. We also obtain the area overhead numbers
with 8 metal layers. On average, the area overhead with three
metal layers is ≈1.9× higher than with eight metal layers (Table 3). In total (including extra routing for power distribution
and clock network), A X R AM -S H A consumes 1.28mm2 (2.1%)
per each GDDR5 chip with a 61.6mm2 area [66, 67]. A X R AM F X P and A X R AM -FP impose 2.0× and 2.4× higher area
overhead compared to A X R AM -S H A. Recent work [6, 24]
has proposed the integration of CGRA-style [28] accelerators
atop commodity DRAM, either through TSVs or to the global
I/Os. Based on our evaluation, such an integration on each
DRAM chip incurs ≈47.8% area overhead. This large area
overhead makes such integration an inefficient design point
in GPUs. In contrast, our work leverages approximation to
integrate many simplified shift-add units inside each GDDR5
chip to enable in-DRAM acceleration.
Quality loss. Figure 9 shows the quality loss of A X R AM S H A, A X R AM -F X P, and A X R AM -FP. The quality loss
is compared with that of the original precise application
executed on a baseline GPU with no acceleration and an
unmodified DRAM. Using fixed-point arithmetic units in
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Table 3: Area overhead of the added major hardware
components.
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Figure 8: Breakdown of A X R AM -S H A’s energy consumption
between DRAM system, data transfer, and data computation
normalized to NGPU [89].
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Figure 9: Whole application quality loss with A X R AM -S H A,
A X R AM -F X P, and A X R AM -FP compared to a baseline GPU.

A X R AM -F X P has negligible impact on the quality loss compared to using floating-point arithmetic units in A X R AM -FP,
commensurating with other work [5, 61]. Furthermore, the
quality loss due to A X R AM -FP and A X R AM -F X P are the
same as with NGPU. To achieve an acceptable output quality
in A X R AM -S H A, we use up to four iterations of shifts and
adds operations. On average, using A X R AM -S H A increases
the output quality loss by 2.1% compared to the two other
A X R AM microarchitectures.
Sensitivity study of A X R AM with different arithmetic
units. Figure 10a compares the whole application speedup
with A X R AM -S H A, A X R AM -F X P, and A X R AM -FP normalized to NGPU. Since A X R AM -S H A performs multiple
iterations of shifts and adds for each MAC operations its
average speedup is less than the other two A X R AM microarchitectures. A X R AM -S H A, with multiple iterations per each
multiply-accumulate operation, still provides a 1.1× speedup
on average. We see the same speedup across the evaluated
applications for A X R AM -FP and A X R AM -F X P, which both
take the same number of cycles to compute an in-DRAM
neural accelerator invocation. On average, A X R AM -FP and
A X R AM -F X P provide 2.0× speedup for the evaluated benchmarks. Figure 10b shows the whole application energy reduction of the three A X R AM options normalized to NGPU.
On average, A X R AM -S H A achieves 4.8× energy reduction,
which is 1.6× and 1.2× more than that of A X R AM -FP and
A X R AM -F X P, respectively. A X R AM -S H A achieves a higher
energy reduction by simplifying the integrated arithmetic
units and trading off the speedup and output quality loss.
Off-chip bandwidth utilization. In Figure 11 we compare the off-chip bandwidth of A X R AM -S H A with a baseline GPU with no acceleration and an accelerated GPU
(NGPU) [89]. NGPU can accelerate the data processing part
of GPU applications, but it increases the off-chip bandwidth
10
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Figure 11: Off-chip memory bandwidth consumption for A X R AM S H A, a baseline GPU, and an accelerated GPU (NGPU) [89].
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Figure 12: A X R AM average DRAM system power with the different microarchitectural options normalized to a baseline GPU.

61, 89]. For example, prior work tightly integrated such
neural accelerators with GPUs for significant improvement in
performance and energy efficiency [89], but the improvement
quickly diminishes due to limited off-chip DRAM bandwidth.
In contrast, we leverage the simplicity of the neural accelerator architecture to tightly integrate them with conventional
DRAM devices. This makes in-DRAM acceleration more
practical and improves the gains from neural acceleration
by overcoming the off-chip memory bandwidth wall. Prior
to this work, the benefits, limits, and challenges of tight
integration of neural accelerators in the conventional graphics
DRAM devices was unexplored.
Processing in memory. Traditional PIM systems [17, 18,
21, 44, 57, 68, 70] integrate logic and memory onto a single
die to enable lower data access latency and higher memory
bandwidth, but they suffer from high manufacturing cost and
low yield. Recently, a wealth of architectures for PIM have
been proposed, ranging from fully programmable to fixedfunction, using 3D/2.5D stacking technologies [3, 6, 23, 24,
26, 27, 31, 38, 47, 64, 65, 74, 79, 91, 92].

utilization by 2.2×. However, A X R AM -S H A significantly
can reduce the off-chip bandwidth pressure by performing
the neural computation in DRAM. This effectively eliminates
most of the data transfer of the approximable region between
GPU cores and DRAM. Yet, there is still a small amount of
communication between the GPU cores and memory for initializing the in-DRAM execution and transferring the control
messages. On average, A X R AM -S H A can effectively reduce
the off-chip bandwidth by a factor of 7.3× (16×) compared
to NGPU (baseline GPU).
DRAM power. In this work we aim to offset that the increase
in power due to integrating the arithmetic units with the
decrease in overall DRAM power due to the reduction in
memory I/O activity and increased row-buffer hit rate. To
determine if A X R AM is able to remain power neutral within
DRAM, we analyze DRAM power consumption with three
A X R AM options in Figure 12. The reduction in the data
communication and the increase in row-buffer hit rate for
all the three A X R AM options is the same (see Figure 11).
However, as we simplify the arithmetic units, the contribution of the in-DRAM accelerators to the overall DRAM
power decreases. A X R AM -FP and A X R AM -F X P increase
the overall DRAM system power consumption by 70% and
5% on average, respectively. On the other hand, A X R AM S H A with its simplified shift-add units effectively decreases
the average overall DRAM power consumption by 26%.
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CONCLUSION

PIM and approximate computing are two promising approaches for higher performance and energy efficiency. This
work developed A X R AM, a low-overhead accelerated memory architecture that represents the confluence of these two
approaches. A X R AM delivers 1.1× speedup and 4.8× higher
energy efficiency over even an accelerated GPU with with
less than 2.1% added area to each DRAM chip.

RELATED WORK

A X R AM is fundamentally different from the prior studies on
PIM in two major ways: (1) instead of using 3D/2.5D-stacked
technology, we build on conventional graphics DRAM devices and (2) we study the unexplored area of tightly integrating approximate accelerators in memory. A X R AM represents
a convergence of two main bodies of research, approximate
computing and processing in memory.
Neural acceleration. Several architectures have been proposed for neural acceleration [5, 8, 19, 20, 22, 29, 30, 59,
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